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Growth Mindset Poster Example
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Block Poster Tips
1. Throughout this lesson, an individual page will be referred to as a “block”.

2. If you are looking for pure teamwork, let them make all of the decisions, like color or 
theme.  If you prefer more structure, assign/choose the colors in advance.

3. The heavy, dark black lines are the outlines of letters (to the quote). To make a better 
visual, I always have kids choose only ONE color to use INSIDE the heavy dark lines. A darker 
color, or markers show up best.

4. The background lines are more gray/transparent.  They can color in those however they 
want with designs, colors, themes, their names, outlines etc.  I recommend choosing two or 
three consistent colors.  When there is consistency among colors, the posters look much 
better!

5. You or the students will need to cut/trim around the edges for a more precise poster so the 
lines merge perfectly together.  You will see a small white border that needs to be cut.

6. There are 25 pieces that form a 5x5 grid.  If you do not have 25 students, I always have 
students who finish quickly and volunteer to do a second sheet. 

7.  You will need multiples of each color chosen.  If the color shades are different, that’s fine, 
it adds depth and character ☺

8.  I like to have the kids put the “puzzle” or “blocks” together on the floor.  Once they 
unscramble the poster and get it in the correct order I offer them tape or tape it myself.  Do 
not let them tape anything until they have unscrambled the picture. 

9.  I personally think it looks best if the faces are not colored in but it’s your choice.  Many 
teachers like the abstract look and choose to color the faces purple, yellow or green. 

10.  Please remember that the outcome depends on how neatly the students can cut the 
straight lines, how well they color and how well they combine the pages.  The end result will 
probably NOT be perfect, but it will be a unique, eye-catching piece of art.  Kindly, please do 
not leave bad feedback if it did not fit together perfectly or if the students choose a bad color 
palette etc.  Thank You!!  Remember, this activity is about collaborative teamwork.  If they 
enjoyed their time and worked together well, that is the goal!
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